The new edition of the OP Digital Poland for the years 2021-2027, was adopted by the Government on 5 January 2022. It will contain many components such as broad access to ultra-fast internet, implementation of advanced and user-friendly public eService, among others.

The Act on Electronic Delivery has come into force on 5 October 2021. It aims to set up Electronic Addresses Register together with its online services and enable public entities to send and receive as many correspondences as possible within the administration and with citizens and entrepreneurs by means of the trust services.

No recent changes in governance have been reported to date.

Due to the war in Ukraine and the refugee crisis started at the end of February 2022, a subpage for Ukrainian citizens has been published on the Portal of the Republic of Poland, which is the main service of the Polish government, the central gateway to digital information and eServices of the State, created by the Ministry of Digital Affairs.